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Overview
Senp kay introduced by Andy Mueller of GreenSpace Collaborative
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countries. There are many refuse dumps where piles of

material. Rice straw is plentiful in both the Artibonite and Les Cayes valleys. Straw is a rapid

renewable resource and 80% of the rice straw in Haiti goes to wast

adding to the already saturated air pollution.

The Senp kay explores the use of alternative

materials as a substitute to the

method of construction. It suggest a

option for appropriate building solutions to existing problems that are

not merely handed to the local population, but owned and built by

them. This of course will take more than just a single demonstration

project, but the idea is to captivate the imagination of the Haitians

that have contributed to the project and those which will follow.

Project Details

REPURPOSED LOCAL MATERIALS:

plastic bottles, plastic bags, discarded tarps, crushed rubble, clay soil,

FLEXIBLE DESIGN: Prefabricated panels allow for expansion in either two or four foot increments.

Buildings can utilize both a pier or stem wall foundation system.

SIEZMIC AND HURRICANE RESISTANT:

systems have excellent resistance to earthquake and hurricane forces, both in

plane. They can be part of a well

greater earthquake and 140 mph hurricane winds.

COMFORT: Solutions include building orientation, window/door location, shading, wall and ceiling

insulation, and generous attic ventilation.

COST: The Senp kay is more sustainable

building in Haiti. Cost per square foot

reducing time and cost of the building process,

FAST CONSTRUCTION: low-tech, e

structural system is produced locally, is suited for mass production and provides job opportunities

and skills development for the community.

SIMPLE, HONEST, AND ECONOMICAL
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Materials:

 #179, 20 oz. plastic bottles per 4’x8’ prefabricated panel

 22 gauge 1” sq. mesh

 2x4 and 1x4 lumber

 Clay and Cement plaster

 Corrugated steel roofing

 Straw/clay wall infill

 ½” round internal Bamboo pinning in the light straw-clay infill walls

 Repurposed gutter rain catchment system

 Concrete footing and stem wall

 Roof and foundation tie-downs
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We seek to employ sustainable building techniques that are community based, geographically and

culturally appropriate


